
 

 

A new Constitution for the BPA 
Questions and Answers  

 

Introduction: 
We are well advanced with proposals to introduce a modernised Constitution for the BPA. 
The current Constitution was approved in 1991 and there have been significant changes over 
the last 30 years in all aspects of life. In addition, the pace of change shows no let up, 
making it more important that the BPA is agile enough and has the flexibility in the way it 
operates to respond to this. 
We believe that the proposed Constitution will achieve this and importantly will enable us to 
achieve an inclusive organisation for our members to become involved in the work that 
underpins the passion we all share for our pigs, regardless of whether we have one or 
hundreds of pigs. 
We have proposed a framework that will encourage members with the skills, time and 
enthusiasm to get involved, without the bureaucracy and constraints currently in place. 
The proposals do not change the underlying Objects of the Association, they simply bring 
them inline with the current Legislative and Regulatory requirements to accurately reflect the 
purposes of the BPA, which in line with our 10 year strategy, is centred around Conservation 
and Sustainable Pork Production. 
The way in which we propose to structure the BPA operationally is aimed at providing an 
inclusive, competent, agile and transparent Association focused on achieving a viable future 
for our beloved pigs. 
We would encourage all Members to support us in voting to approve the proposal to allow us 
to start delivering the strategic objectives of Conservation and Sustainable Pork Production, 
to ensure the future for our amazing animals. 
We have recently held open consultation sessions for members to ask questions on 
the proposals and the following Q&A represent the key area’s discussed. 
Q: What are the changes in the Association’s Charitable Objectives 
A: The old Memorandum states in Paragraph 4 that the Object of the Charity is: 
the promotion of agriculture for the benefit of the public by the maintenance and 
improvement of standards within the pig industry in the United Kingdom and in particular 
(without in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing) the Association may in 
furtherance of its purposes defined but not further or otherwise: 
Paragraph 2 of the new Constitution amends this to read  
The objects for which the Association is established and which shall be for Charitable 
purposes only are for the benefit of the United Kingdom public to ensure the sustainable 
conservation and preservation of pedigree pig breeds and breeding groups of domestic 
pedigree pigs of importance including the promotion of pedigree pigs breeds at risk and 
having characteristics worthy of preservation in the interest of zoological research and 
education to ensure the preservation of genes of special or potential value in hybridisation 
and other work and to do all or any of the following things for the purpose of attaining the 
objects if and so far as allowed by law and observing and performing whatever may be 
required by law in order legally to carry out the objects 
Q: Why does the current organisational structure differ from the current Constitution 
documents?  
A: Under the existing Constitution (Clause 55 of the Articles of Association as approved 1st 
July 2003) the BPA Council has the power to amend organisational structures to enable it to 
undertake the work required to deliver its Objects. The current operational organisation 
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format was approved by BPA Council on 23rd April 2009 following a series or regional 
members meetings.  
Q: How will elections change 
A: Only Breed Reps and the Council of Trustees will be formally elected. All other positions 
on strategic committees and working groups will be open to volunteers 
Q: Will the role of Breed Reps be side-lined 
A: No the Breed Reps will continue to be elected by their own breeds. The Job Description 
will be reviewed but the key role of the breed reps in managing their breeds will remain 
Q: How will the Council of Trustees be elected. 
A: Trustees will be elected directly by the membership in the same way as the many other 
similar organisations such as the Rare Breeds Survival Trust. This will replace the current 
system that requires Council members to be elected as breed or regional reps and then face 
another election to get onto a committee followed by a third election to get onto the Council.  
Q: Will Trustees/Non-Executive Directors (NED) receive a salary? 
A: No. The roles will be voluntary but reasonable expenses e.g. travel to in person meetings 
(i.e. not Zoom/Teams) will be paid. 
Q: Have you already decided who the new Trustees/NEDs will be? 
A: No. Whilst examples of the sort of skills we may want and an example of the type of 
people who have some of the experience we may wish to attract have been mentioned at the 
sessions, this is NOT an indication of who will be on the Board. We will seek Nominations 
once the election process starts later this year and the priority job roles will be advertised to 
enable people to apply. 
Q: Is the change just the ‘emperor’s new clothes’ whereas in reality nothing will 
change? 
A: No. The new Constitutional framework is designed to match people with the skills and 
willingness to contribute their time to specific job specifications. The nominations will be 
vetted against the job specification by an Independent Nominations and Selection 
Committee, whose role will be to recommend suitable candidates for members to consider. 
Q. Who will make up the Nominations and Selection Committee? 
A: This is still to be appointed but will consist of 3 independent people who are experienced 
NEDs in Charity organisations, who are not involved in the management or running of the 
BPA. 
Q; Who appoints the Nomination and Selection Committee and how will people be 
chosen to be on it? 
As with any Corporate entity the Board has the responsibility and accountability for the 
running of the company. Thus authority for any appointments e.g. company auditors, 
consultants, executive management rests with the Board. 
The people making up the Committee will be completely independent and will be recruited 
from NED panels who have the experience to recommend candidates against the Job 
Specifications or, from Recruitment Agencies that offer this service. 
Q: Will you Co-Opt Trustees/NEDs? 
A: Although the new Constitution provides for this, it is not our intention to do this, as one of 
the key reasons for change is to elect a Board of willing volunteers who have the time and 
expertise to do the jobs that need to be done. The Board can be a minimum of 10 and a 
maximum of 12 to enable us to have some flexibility in attracting the right people. 
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Q: How will you attract NED Trustees? 
A: We will advertise across our membership using a variety of communication methods e.g. 
web site, Facebook, e-mail etc.  
We hope that by raising awareness of the new constitution and the type of skills that we are 
seeking, people may put themselves forward as they have been unable to get involved in the 
past.  
Q: Who will chair the Strategic Committees? 
All Committees will elect their own Chairperson from within the Committee members. 
Q: Where is the Show Committee in the new structure? 
A: The Show Committee is one of a number of ‘Shop Windows’ for our pigs, which supports 
both of the BPA’s core strategic objectives of Conservation and Sustainable Pork Production. 
As such it will help deliver both of these strategic objectives and will be mandated 
accordingly with reporting obligations to both strategic committees. 
Q: You talk about smaller herds which implies a few sows, maybe less than 10. How 
do the people that have much bigger herds get represented? 
A: The term smaller is a relative term and is used to try to distinguish between the large 
commercial pork producers that make up the major domestic pork producers supplying the 
large supermarkets. 
The definition in the new Constitution is  ‘smaller herds are generally, but not limited to <50 
sows and/or <500 pigs or such other number as may be determined by the Board from time 
to time’. 

The background to the definition was to align with the NPA representation but was not 
designed to exclude any pig breeder that wishes to join the BPA. 
Given that one of our strategic objectives is Sustainable Pork, the work that we will do will 
help pork producers of all sizes but clearly there is no a ‘one size fits all’ solution. The new 
structure will allow anyone with skills and time to offer to volunteer for committees and 
working groups 
Q: What majority Vote is required to approve the new Memorandum and Articles of 
Association (‘Articles’)? 
A: A revised Constitution is presented at an AGM as a Special Resolution or at an EGM. A 
75% majority is required to approve the new Articles. 
 


